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Transaction overview

On April 16th, 2023 Wendel entered into exclusive negotiations with the intent to acquire 
Scalian, a leading European consulting firm in digital technologies, project management 
and business transformation

Created in 1989, Scalian is a French specialist in business transformation through its expertise in both business 
processes and digital technologies

Ranked in the top 10 engineering consulting firms in France, the Group provides services in industrial project
management, supply chain (costs, quality, delivery, performance), architecture and development of 
embedded digital systems and information system applications, big data and AI

Serves more than 800 public & private sector clients, primarily industrial and services organizations, and with
30% of revenues out of France

Strong track record supported by strong organic and external growth and underpinned by several 
megatrends

Wendel can be an active partner for Scalian, contributing its recognized expertise in developing
global leaders in business services, through both organic and external growth.
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Key figures

c. €510m in sales LTM June 2023E 

+12% organic growth - CAGR since 2015

9 countries in which Scalian is established

30% of sales outside France

>800 clients

c.€74m in EBITDA(1)

>5,000 employees

Scalian Key terms

€965m Entreprise value

c.€550m in equity to be invested by 
Wendel, alongside management

A large majority stake of company’s
capital

Exclusive negotiations
with the intent to acquire the Company 

Closing expected in H2 2023

(1) Adjusted EBITDA after IFRS 16 calculated according to Wendel's usual methodology.
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Scalian fits perfectly with Wendel’s investment roadmap

A controlled investment in our target size range

Growing business supported by secular megatrends (Digitalization, ESG…)

Value creation opportunity stemming from strong organic growth, M&A and scale effect

A leading player with significant barriers to scale and attractive long-term growth
prospects

Robust cash flow generation

A situation where Wendel can contribute with its expertise, offering long-term
perspectives, leveraging its long track record of growing business services companies
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Scalian is a fast growing European consulting firm, leader in the combined position of both
Operational & Digital Technologies

Innovation 
LAB

SCALIAN
Academy

OPERATIONS PERFORMANCE

DIGITALSYSTEMS

STRATEGY & 
TRANSFORMATION

35% of sales
Management Consulting: organization,
project (quality, cost, delivery, performance),
supply chain and purchasing performance

10% of sales
Corporate and transformation for 
industry of the future, life cycle 
analysis including agile, change 
management, innovation, CSR

55% of sales
From OT (data management in the 

design of embedded, critical systems),
to IT (technology selection and

validation of information systems
including data analytics, AI, cyber, cloud

tech…)

ComplexSystems

Embedded systems
Digital solutions 
Critical systems
& simulation

Information  Systems

Industrial 
Performance

Purchasing 
performance

Enterprise Performance 

Project Performance

Digitization
Data valuation
Business strategy

Business models
Operating models
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A strong and balanced customers portfolio

Balanced portfolio of blue-chip 
clients across sectors, all with 

Supplier Master Agreement. No 
sector dependency offering for
each of them opportunity to

triple the size of activity.

Top 10 clients represent 38% of
revenues in distinctive sectors:

Automotive, Defense, Energy, 
Aerospace, Bank… 

30-year track record with
trusted clients. All of them are
through direct panel access,
and main of them have more

than 20 years of collaboration.

21%

15%
13%

11%

8%

7%
5% 4%

Mobility 
Transportation

16%
Aeronautic

Industry 
Energy 
Environment
Healthcare

Bank, 
Finance
Insurance

Telecoms
& IT

Space& 
Defense

Media &
Services

Public
Retail & Sector
Luxury

+800
clients
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69

134
169

190

254 256 247

417

510

FY2015A FY2016A FY2017A FY2018A FY2019A FY2020A FY2021 FY2022 LTMJUNE 2023e

A compelling financial profile, fuelled by organic & external growth

Well-managed Covid impact, 
followed by strong rebound

Proforma sales in €M - Fiscal year ending in June

Revenue CAGR of c.30%, of which
c.12% organically despite covid

EBITDA 
margin: c.10%

EBITDA 
margin: c.14%

9 sucessful acquisitions & 
integrations since 2015

Improvement of margin by c. 400 
bps over the period

Acquisitions

FY2023e
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ESG, a priority for its customers and a nascent business opportunity for the Company

Scalian Group is well positioned on ESG aspects: 
• as a responsible company with several certifications and proven HR performance
• as a service provider, through its ESG expertise and offers

• Scalian benefits from several certifications (ISO 9100, 9001, 14001, 27001) 
and obtained an Ecovadis silver medal in 2022 with the ambition to 
accelerate its CSR approach by 2025.

• Since December 2017, Scalian has been a member of the United Nations 
Global Compact

Strong potential to develop new ESG offers in a fast growing market:

• Expertise in CSR Consulting, environment strategy deployment, EHS operations
• Conenergy acquisition in 2022 allows Scalian to strengthen its expertise on the energy segment

(covering various types of services such as Life cycle assessment, Carbon footprints, sustainable supply
chain and procurement, decarbonation etc.)
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Key takeaways

European leading player with long established relationships in rapidly developing industry

Long-term growth supported by several mega trends

Strong track record in organic & external growth, with successful integration of selective 
acquisitions

Strategy based on multiple growth initiatives including geographic expansion

Strong fit with Wendel’s undisputed track record in Business Services development

Earnings upside identified in the ESG field

Fully in line with the strategic roadmap we announced few weeks ago
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Disclaimer
• The following applies to this document, the oral presentation of the information in this document and any question-and-answer session that follows the oral presentation.

• This document has been prepared by Wendel S.E. (“Wendel”) solely for use at the potential transaction presentation, to be held on April 17, 2023. This document must be treated confidentially by attendees 
at such presentation and may not be copied, download, print, record, or otherwise reproduced, retransmitted or redistributed to any other person. 

• No representation or warranty, express or implied is made as to, and no reliance should be placed on, the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information or opinions contained herein and 
Wendel, its affiliates, shareholders, directors, employees and representatives expressly disclaim any liability relating thereto. Wendel is under no obligation to keep current the information contained in this 
presentation and any opinions expressed in this representation are subject to change without notice.

• This document may include forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements relate to Wendel’s and its affiliates’ future prospects, developments and business strategies and are based on 
analyses of estimates of amounts not yet determinable. By their nature, forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties. Such forward looking statements are included for illustrative purposes 
only. Wendel cautions you that forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and that its actual financial condition, actual results of operations and cash flows and the development 
of the industries in which Wendel or its affiliates operate may differ materially from those made in or suggested by the forward-looking statements contained in this presentation. Wendel does not 
undertake any obligation to review or confirm analysts’ expectations or estimates or to release publicly any revisions to any forward-looking statements to reflect events that occur or circumstances that 
arise after the date of this document, unless required by law or any applicable regulation. 

• No liability is accepted for the consequences of any reliance upon any statement of any kind (including statements of fact or opinion) contained herein. The merit and suitability of an investment in Wendel 
should be independently evaluated and any person considering such an investment in Wendel is advised to obtain independent advice as to the legal, tax, accounting, financial, credit and other related 
advice prior to making an investment.   

• This presentation includes only summary information and must be read in conjunction with Wendel’s Financial Reports, which may be obtained on the website of Wendel (www.wendelgroup.com) and the 
Universal Registration Document submitted on April 14, 2023 to the AMF under the number D. 23-0281. You are invited to take carefully into consideration the risk factors described in these documents.

• No information provided on this document constitutes, or forms part of a prospectus or any offer or invitation for the sale or issue of, or should be used or considered as, an offer to sell or a solicitation of 
any offer to buy the securities or services of Wendel or any other issuer in France, the United Kingdom, the United States or any other jurisdiction whatsoever. Wendel securities have not been and will not 
be registered under the US Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”), and may not be offered or sold in the United States except pursuant to an exemption from, or in a transaction not 
subject to, the registration requirements of the Securities Act. 

• By attending this presentation and/or accepting this document you agree to be bound by the foregoing limitations. 
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Financial agenda
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Financial agenda

April 27th, 2023
Q1 2023 Trading update - Publication of NAV as of March 31, 2023 (post-market release)

June 15th, 2023
Annual General Meeting

July 27th, 2023
H1 2023 results - Publication of NAV as of June 30, 2023, and condensed Half-Year consolidated financial statements (post-market release)

October 26th, 2023
Q3 2023 Trading update - Publication of NAV as of September 30, 2023 (post-market release)

December 7th, 2023
2023 Investor Day
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For more information, please visit
www.wendelgroup.com


